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The most lethal ride-or-die women in Memphis now run their gangs and the streets. But the aftermath of an
all-out war means merciless new enemies, time-bomb secrets. . .and one chance to take it all. . .

Bullets have no names and collateral damage is the game as the women of the Dirty South push to secure
total control. Vice Lord chief Lucifer goes after the upstart Crippettes gang one by one--but locking down
her power will put everything she lives to protect at risk. Ta'Shara straps on her training wheels to prove she
can ride with the best of the Flowers--but does this good-girl-gone-bad really have what it takes to survive?
And as Queen G LeShelle viciously body-drops to keep her bloody secrets buried, her husband Python may
be the one person that can put her in check. Now these boss divas will go head-to-head for complete
domination--because in the end only one can rule. . .

Praise for De'nesha Diamond

"Diamond's ear for street talk comes across loud and clear. . .a violent and profane tale. . . ." --Library
Journal (starred review) on Hustlin' Divas

"If you want gritty, down and dirty, and raw, Street Divas is the book for you." --Urban Reviews
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From reader reviews:

Michael Duckett:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important take action, like
looking for your favorite publication and reading a book. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add
your knowledge by the book entitled Boss Divas. Try to face the book Boss Divas as your friend. It means
that it can for being your friend when you feel alone and beside regarding course make you smarter than
before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you considerably more confidence because you
can know everything by the book. So , let's make new experience and also knowledge with this book.

Gilbert Johnson:

The book Boss Divas make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your capable a lot
more increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big problem with
the subject. If you can make looking at a book Boss Divas to become your habit, you can get a lot more
advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all subjects.
It is possible to know everything if you like open and read a publication Boss Divas. Kinds of book are
several. It means that, science publication or encyclopedia or other folks. So , how do you think about this e-
book?

Marlene Turner:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive now, people have
do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded place and notice
by means of surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated that for a while is reading.
Yep, by reading a book your ability to survive increase then having chance to stand than other is high. For
you who want to start reading any book, we give you that Boss Divas book as beginning and daily reading
reserve. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Rina Reese:

Now a day people that Living in the era wherever everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not involve people to be aware of each info they get. How many people to
be smart in obtaining any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book. Studying a book
can help men and women out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Boss Divas book because this book
offers you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred % guarantees there is no doubt
in it you probably know this.
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